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During the last decades, physical exercise has been part of

treatment strategies in psychiatric hospitals, but to date

there is only sparse information on the effectivity, stan-

dardized protocols are missing. Invited to investigate

potential influences of exercise on schizophrenia and

affective disorders, Malchow et al. [1] in their important

review looked at respective studies reaching back to the

early 1990s, according to which physical exercise very well

might positively influence hippocampus volume and cog-

nitive impairment via stimulating neurogenesis, synapto-

genesis and neurotransmission in healthy and affected

persons. Since cognitive impairment is known to nega-

tively influence both patient’s quality of life and their

ability to hold down a job, these results allow the conclu-

sion that modern therapeutic approaches should comprise

physical exercise as add-on of a multimodal intervention

program in severe psychiatric diseases. Falkai et al. [2]

again investigated the effects of aerobic exercise on brain

plasticity in a small sample of chronic schizophrenia

patients and healthy controls. After 3 months, exercise

yielded gray matter density that increases in the right

frontal and occipital cortex merely in healthy probands.

This may lead to the assumption that in contrast to the

hippocampus, synaptic plasticity is compromised in the

cortex of schizophrenia patients, probably due to the effects

of disease or antipsychotic medication. However, a repli-

cation study in a larger sample is under way and could

perhaps lead to the detection of comparable effects in

patients. Brain plasticity at least seems to be effectively

susceptible to specific conditions like low-frequency

repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation compared with

standard rTMS, as Klirova et al. [3] show in a study with

patients suffering from auditory hallucinations, even

though this study also bases upon a relatively small

patient’s sample.

In a molecular approach on schizophrenia neuropathol-

ogy, Williams et al. [4] undertook a post-mortem investi-

gation of neuropathological changes in the so far not

thoroughly examined nucleus basalis in 41 patients and

age-matched controls. Via coronal nucleus basalis sections,

the authors detected significant glial cell abnormalities with

possible impacts on cortical limbic and subcortical areas

that could be a hint on cortical limbic disturbances and

limbic dysfunction in schizophrenia. Schönknecht et al. [5]

in turn substituted post-mortem for in vivo studies and

mapped the hypothalamus and its subdivisions, which are

known to be involved, e.g., in schizophrenia or affective

disorders, using T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted DTI

scans in healthy volunteers. The group thus was able to

manually delineate an individual mask of the hypothalamus

in each subject and to compare the microstructural hypo-

thalamic parcellations to the respective regions reported in

the postmortem studies. This opportunity of structurally

analyzing hypothalamic subnuclei in vivo might contribute

to better understand the pathogenesis of neuropsychiatric

conditions.

Imaging studies on reward processing in schizophrenia

patients and healthy controls have shown differential acti-

vations of dopaminergic brain areas to be associated with

adaptive changes in response to speed related to different

reward values. Lernbass et al. [6] now investigated this

schizophrenia-associated dysfunction on the behavioral

level in 49 medicated patients and 49 controls, which

confirmed the reported deficits in reward processing in the
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patient group. Moreover, they found the effect to be more

pronounced in a subgroup of nonsmoking patients who

additionally showed a positive correlation with medication

type and with the PANSS score, for which reason the

authors assume that smoking modulates medication-asso-

ciated side effects on reward processing in schizophrenia.

The effects of nicotine were also subject of the study by

Drusch et al. [7] who focussed on social cognition, social

competence and subjective stress in schizophrenia patients

and healthy controls. Being administered either nicotine or

placebo after 24 h of smoking, abstinence patients and

controls surprisingly did not differ in performing a facial

affect recognition task, whereas in a role-play situation,

healthy controls showed more nonverbal expressions and

had a lower subjective stress level than schizophrenia

patients. Contradictory to the hypothesized development of

nicotine dependence in more than 80 % of schizophrenia

patients as self-medication of cognitive deficits and

increased vulnerability to stress, the authors did not find

significant effects of nicotine which they ascribe to the

dosage used and delay between nicotine administration and

performance of the role-play task.

Lotzin et al. [8] investigated whether the impairment of

facial expressions during social interaction with adult

schizophrenia patients would also be identifiable in ado-

lescent-onset patients. The group assessed facial expres-

sions of emotions and speaker position in adolescent

schizophrenia patients and matched healthy controls during

a problem-solving discussion with their primary caregivers.

Coding the facial emotions with the Emotional Facial

Action Coding System, the authors found significantly

lower rates per minute of expressing positive emotions in

the patients group, whereas the rate of expressions indi-

cating negative emotions did not deviate significantly from

controls. However, negative facial expressions in the con-

trol group were related to speaking, but no such relation-

ship could be observed in the patient group indicating an

emotion-specific impairment of positive facial expressions

plus their deviant relation to speech in the early-onset

patients.
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